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Flexibility is most important. My ! nancial situation, etc. keeps me grounded (sometimes unhappily so), so I’m unable to 

conceive of “working” less than 40 hours a week. However I would love for that work to consist of practice, community 

engagement, theoretical discourse, work with students - both at a collegiate and younger levels, and research. I would love 

the opportunity to travel, research, and learn from people around the world. But I also think there’s a greater discourse to 

be had about the commitment of an architect’s life to their practice. I love what I do, but I also want time to raise a family, 

paint, play with my future dog, take vacations, play piano, learn new recipes...the ideal balance, for me, would be one 

where I can also have a life and be a person outside of architecture. I also want time to explore the other areas of design 

that interest me, which I think will be bene! cial in the evolution of my concept of architectural practice as I get older.

It would be nice to have some predictibilty and routine but not necessairly compartmentalize work and life so strictly 

(I think that's part of what makes work a dreadful drag where you're full of fear on a Sunday night and counting down 

until Friday the moment you sit down on Monday). I think the best way to control that would be within a small practice 

with cooperative clients. I think it would be awesome to have o"  cial o"  ce hours M-#  with Fridays o% . # e ability 

to spend adequate time maintaining my physical heath and adequate time to spend time with loved ones is crucial. 

In an ideal world I would like to work in practice part-time, just 3 days per week. With the freedom to take unpaid 

leave. I o& en feel overwhelmed when working 5 days (40-60 hours) per week, with just; 28 days (UK), 14 days (CA) 

and 0 days (USA) annual leave. Which has in the past driven me to resign to pursue other vocational activities or travel. 

# e 'practice' as a hobby that has taken over work; the 'private life' as an exploration of my maximum degree of incompetence.

In an ideal world professional work won't feel so di% erent to private life - I want to be that passionate about what I do that 

it never feels like a burden. Realistically, I want to have the * exibiltiy to take days o%  when I want and to be able to live a life 

outside of architecture - a life that isn't so separate to work as this free time would be necessary to inspire and motivate me.

Personally I'm following a contract at the moment, where I'm required to work 30 hours per week (# e working hours 

are not related to speci! c days or time), to be able to have enough time to follow other interests and activities or your 

personal practice. # is is what work should allow you to be able to do. Every o"  ce should o% er you at least 5 weeks of paid 

vacation plus a 13th & 14th salary to be ! nancially more independent.

I would trade balance for integration; life becomes the overarching theme, and work a way to be more fully aware of living.   

Ideally there would exist a seamless transition between private life & professional work life in which the people present, 

and the activities performed, in one “life" may inform and progress the other.

Balanced enough to practice yoga/meditate everyday, create drawings/models, and study/read topics of areas that interest 

me. I love what I do so much that I don't think I need to separate work and life into di% erent categories. # e work I 

dream to do won't feel as "work", but rather as life exploration;  and the hours I spend awake, I will spend traveling 

wherever I want, and producing as much passive income as I can. 

I wish my life to be my work and my work to be my life. If I could sleep less, I'd do so. I'll happily "work" 50-60h a 

week, and sometimes all nighters. But then I will also take a whole day o%  whenever it suits me. I wish to be * exible 

with where I work from, move around, but do require some kind of desk space physically detached from where I sleep. 
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maybe it would be useful, if working time could be agreed di% erently if needed. But set working hours would be good M-# , 

as I like structure and a bit of routine, where you know your clients can come those days and see you to discuss oportunities.

I would like to have total control over my working hours so I can choose when I work, and ideally in a place with 

minimal commute. I hope to have a bunch of kids so this will become even more pertinent then. I see a productive 

working week as around 32 hours maximum however this could * uctuate dependng on deadlines and other variables. 

Ideally I would work 20hours for "other" people and the rest pursuing personal projects. I would like the * exibility 

to be able to teach as well as practice and the ability to work from anywhere (without the pressure to do so).

Ideally, such de! nition of work wouldn't apply for me. I'll create my own projects based on the problems and necessities 

that need to be solved. Moreover, since I'm the one who picks where, when and what I want to do for 'work', it wouldn't 

be work, it would be joy. It will require e% ort, but joyful e% ort since I will be doing what I love. In summary, my 

schedule will never be ! xed, and I will work at home, but traveling from time to time. For example, if I ever have kids, 

I would love to spend time with them the most I can, and even I would love them to help me in my projects. Also, 

since I love to read, write, and go to jazz/blues concerts, I will also give myself space and time to do those activities.

Ideally, my work schedule would allow me to have enough time a& er work to ! t in at least one other activity. When I 

get older, this would probably turn into having enough time to spend with my family a& er work. I'm currently required 

to work a 45 hour work week (9am - 7pm/ not even sure if that's legal in California), which doesn't allow for much 

of a life outside of work, with a 30 min commute one way.

For me, the number of hours is much less important than * exibility. Being able to work when and where I am most productive 

is important, and being able to take a day or two to reset when on the edge of burnout. It's also important to me that my entire life 

isn't architecture/career. I want to be passionate about my work, but I think that having a full life impacts my happiness more. 

What type of work would you like to undertake?

Right now I like work that interfaces in the largest, most spectacular way with the public (that’s sports architecture for 

you!). But the longer I work in that ! eld, the more dissatis! ed I am with the whole “bread and circuses” philosophy of 

it all. If I could bring that extremely high-level consideration of public use and media consumption to more socially 

meaningful projects, that would be the dream. If I get the chance to own my own practice, I’d also like to incorporate 

associated practices like graphic design, virtual reality, experiential design, UI/UX, even advertising and marketing...  Also 

I should mention that Kevin O’Brien’s resolution in his work (or even his resolution in the lack of resolution), and the 

way that he wove the thread of his own heritage and beliefs so con! dently through every project - that’s the ultimate goal.

I would like to work in a research based practice where designs are generated through a careful consideration of many 

factors (be they historical, theoretical, scienti! c, etc). At that point typology or scale are completely unimportant to me. It 

would be also nice to develop a teaching arm to my career. 

Being part of a city/urban planning department. Teaching together with a professional practice (not necessarily my own 

o"  ce). 

I want to be a life-long student, help others to explore, be more critical, and never lose a sense of curiosity about life. To 

teach or design as a way to open people to new perspectives and one another. 
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arts/cultural sector. Private residences and social cooperative-housing. Institutional/education projects. Ideally I would also 

like to teach alongside professional practice.

I'm pretty open to whatever except this: 

http://4.bp.blogspot.com/-0us4Rmw3oxQ/UJFZYET1z5I/AAAAAAAAK4Q/GX90r7OXbAM/s1600/Koringa+crocodile.jpg 

and http://3.bp.blogspot.com/-Fv5hFLUOlLg/UJFZZfWW-rI/AAAAAAAAK4Y/BQQnxj8xLgc/s1600/Koringa+crocodiles+and+snakes.jpg

Community / social projects and also urban design. Although I want to start my own ! rm so who knows how picky I can be...

To be a specialist. To be knowledgeable architectural specialist, who knows how to build buildings and can manage her 

own practice.

I would like to form a collaborative practice with artists, writers, engineers etc where we work on a range of projects that 

explore the built environmant as well as challenge a normative understanding of architecture. # is would involve public 

interventions, publications, housing, art installations and so on, working at a variety of scales from the macro to the 

micro. # is would coincide with my teaching practice. 

Picking up where I le&  in the previous question, I would love to ‘work’ where projects are needed the most in order to 

help solve problems. And that could be anywhere. Nevertheless, I don’t imagine myself doing ‘work’ in any other place 

before taking action in peruvian lands. If I think particularly in Perú, I could ‘work’ supporting NGO’s or public organi-

zations in social projects, as well as developing my own initiatives to improve architecture and urbanism status quo.

What type of work do you need done?

I plan on starting my own practice, hopefully partner-up with one or more people, and market the type of work I do beyond 

the design umbrella. I would love to be involved in a few non-pro! t organizations as well. I'll ensure to be involved in 

making policy, maybe even work for the city for a period of time. Ideally, before or while I convince other policy makers to 

make the necessary revisions to the restrictions we face as creators of opportunities, I'd like to study Physics, Economics, 

and/or Philosophy so I can investigate more into the Mind in Architecture, happines, consumption and consumerism, the 

electro-magnetical spectrum, and the nature of reality. Most likely, I eventually see myself ending up as a professor, architect, 

philosopher, economist, researcher, world traveler, and space traveler. Hopefully, life expectancy dramatically increases in 

the next 50 years, and Alzheimer's doesn't exist. :)

Hands-on architecture. Work which promotes collaboration on many levels and allows for communities to root within 

our cities. Spaces for artists to thrive, whatever those may be. Ideally working on multipe jobs simultaneously. Possibly 

this can include installation art, set designs, venue design, namadic gardens. Also curious about temporary structures, eg 

refugee solutions. 

My short term goal is to experience all project phases of building design, so that I can use my experiences to take on my 

own architectural projects as soon as possible. In the long term, i’d like to explore di% erent program types in my work, 

teach and would be interested in exploring furniture design & art installations.

I would like to be a designer with agency, while also having a social impact - haven’t ! gured out yet what form I want that to take.
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I like the idea of being paid for hours of work, rather than for the deliverables. I think outside research, community engage-

ment, etc. also need to be appropriately compensated for what they add to a practice. I think there should also be compen-

sation for the basic human things that everyone needs to take the time to do - at previous jobs I’ve had to choose between 

taking time to be sick and taking time to see my family for the holidays. Some acknowledgment of the things one needs to 

live a life would go a long way. By my mid- to late thirties I’d like to be earning enough to own a home, raise a family, and 

comfortably pursue my own research/engage with the community. 

Enough to be independent, to cover basic expenses and to allow you to travel and explore things without thinking twice. 

I don’t expect a speci! c salary. I don’t want to be homeless, but money has never been a motivation. In a “dream world”, I 

see work as an extension of living- taking joy in what I do and each day worked feels like a day fully lived.

Both topics depend on the place —e.g. the quality of the food, the absence of ! remen, the existence of meaninful friend-

ships, etc.

If I were to stay in LA in the same corporate ! rm for the next 5 years, I would expect my salary to increase to around 100k 

to 150k, so I can a% ord to live closer to the o"  ce and travel. If my plans were to completely change and I end up climb-

ing the corporate ladder instead of owning my own ! rm, in the long term I would expect to make about 250k or more... 

eventually you can also get invited to own stocks. If I were to own my business, most likely I won't make any money in the 

! rst few years, but eventually I hope to make at least a couple million per year. # e only motivation I have behind mak-

ing money is to be a philanthrophist, and dedicate my time to service others, world exploration, and research. Eventually, I 

see myself donating all my money. I don't believe in owning mega-mansions or ridiculously expensive cars. In fact, I don't 

know if I will ever own a house in the traditional de! nition, I see myself being very satis! ed with renting spaces around the 

world to live in, and going to festivals/spiritual retreats every time I can!

In my dream scenario, there is no money. And wether dreaming or not, I intend to work for myself and not be on a salary.

I have learnt to now always ask for a hourly salary (as oppose to annual) to avoid working uncompensated overtime which 

is expected by 70% of the ! rms I have worked in. # e salary I expect is in line with the recommended guidlines of the 

national architectural institution of each speci! c country (EG: RIBA - AIA - AIBC). 

I want $115,000 USD base salary for 40-60 hours of work per week. 

Money is not a motivation, but the 40 hour work week should generate enough income to stay sheltered & fed - any extra 

would be greatly appreciated!

Monetary compensation is how the world shows value, and I think architects are sign! cantly underpaid by clients, and 

then we are then sign! cantly underpaid by our ! rms. Beyond just the ! nal number, I want to be paid for every single hour 

worked. While the overall goal is to not have to constantly worry about money, money is also a way to know that the work 

you do is not invisible.

Enough to not have to worry about money.



?@A&BBB& but it's not based in USA, I would work in Lithuania. It would be ok to work 40 hours per week and whenever 

needed to do overtime. 

Enough to put a (healthy) roof over my head, not calculate the dollar value of every meal I have and enough to start and 

raise a family with. Apparently happiness doesn't increase beyond 75k? 

Based on my salary and my peers' salaries, the expected salary in LA for a ! rst job right out of school is $48k (small ! rm) 

and $54k (corporate ! rm). # is would include health insurance and sometimes 401k. # is salary should account for 40 hr 

work weeks, with ocassional over time; however, at my job, there is a 45 hr wrk week minimum with additional overtime, 

which I don't think is okay. In my ! rm, I was also given 7 days of PTO and 3 sick days, which I think is less than expected. 

We are expected to work hard, and I think that a good reward and sign of appreciation from an employer would be to give 

employees about 2 weeks of pto a year. Also, I am fortunate to be able to live with my family (free rent) so I don't have many 

expenses, but for many others, I know that working in a small ! rm was not an option because the salary is not enough to 

cover rent, student loans, car payments, etc. 

Nowadays, I have a part time job as TA in a peruvian university. I also have a couple of projects of my own. # e rest of 

the time, I spend it on volunteering, reading, writing, and pampering my cats and plants, oh, and sleeping. Anyway, I earn 

almost $800 per month. So far, it's enough, since I live on my own. Situation could be di% ferent if I ever get to live and 

share my life with someone else. Only then, I'll rethink my situation. If there is no 'job', I'll create it, a& er all it's a joyful 

e% ort that pays in the end.

List the things you value and require to be able to live the life you would like to live.

Good health, good company, ! nancial stability, the ability to travel and maintain perspective, access to and awareness of 

con* icting opinions // on a less deep level, the ability to save for and eventually a% ord a home and ! nancially provide for 

my future self and family in the way that my parents provided for me, a trip to the movies a couple times a month, meals 

at some fancy restaurants every now and then

House, adequate transporation, family, friends, ! nancial savings safety net, ability to travel, ability to engage in public and 

social activities.

Food/nutrition and remaining active. Arts/culture/nightlife/people. Appropriate housing, access to amenities, pulic 

transport and nature.

Less things than persons: friends, beautiful enemies and occasional agonism.

Travel, studying, teaching, drawing, trying to keep your mind 'sharp', social bene! ts along with proper and a% ordable 

accommodation, de! nitely public transportation, being surrounded by friends, family and people that inspire you or you're 

able to inspire. Looking for new goals but at the same time being able to rest, to enjoy and being comfortable of what you 

achieved or is surrounding you.

I need travel, new experiences, time to re* ect and to learn, and people to share that with. I want to be surrounded by 

“students”; people who want to better themselves, discover, or reimagine what life could look like.  

GOOD PEOPLE
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Free time, Family/friends, education, success (in my career), and money (enough to sustain a comfortable lifestyle in LA 

with the oportunity to travel)

People whom to share or create memorable moments, and time to spend with those people (among them, my family 

including my cats and plants). Also, time to learn, time to read books or write them. Without time, there’s no memory, 

there’s no people whom to share memory and moments.

Love. Roller coasters. People. Music. Dance* oors. Wine and food. Gardens. Sunshine. Physical health. Freedom to choose. 

Access to knowledge. Problems to solve. 

Good, motivated, fun people, proximity to nature (the beach, mostly), time to write and read, my family and their support, 

a comfortable living environment
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